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• Approve & Publish Profile

• Receive & Review
   Applications

Interviews & Visits •

Hand Off to Vestry •

Final Interviews •
by Vestry

Vestry 
Discernment •

The Search Committee receives applications from qualified Priests. 
After review, appropriate reference and background checks are conducted, 
followed by video interviews of those whose vocational profile best 
matches the Cathedral’s profile. Further interviews and face-to- face visits 
with the candidates deemed to be the best matches then take place. Finally, 
the Search Committee meets with the Vestry to present recommendations 
for finalists. The Vestry completes the search with final interviews and visits.

The Transition Committee makes 
plans for departure of the Interim Dean 
and arrival of the new Dean. They 
arrange for farewell and welcome 
receptions, assist with moving, make 
appropriate introductions, and 
everything necessary to ensure a 
generous welcome for the new Dean 
and family.

After interviews, visits, and a period 
of prayerful discernment, the vestry 
meets in the context of worship to 
elect a Dean. Following the election, 
the Bishop calls the new Dean. 
When details establishing the 
pastoral relationship are completed, 
announcements are made at the 
church the Dean-elect is leaving, 
then at St. Andrew’s Cathedral.

Shortly before the arrival of the new 
Dean, appropriate time is taken to bid 
farewell to the Interim Dean.

The new Dean and family relocate to 
Jackson. The Transition Committee 
ensures a generous welcome, 
arranges introductions and 
receptions, and organizes a 
Celebration of a New Ministry.

The Profile Committee guides us through 
self-examination and study to gather data about the parish 
and surrounding community. They analyze the data and 
prepare a Parish Profile that accurately and honestly 
describes the parish, its strengths and weakness, 
opportunities and challenges.

• Formation & Organization for 
  Profile Committee

• Conduct Survey & 
   Sacred Conversations

• Develop Profile

Appointment of 
Search Committee

Appointment of 
Profile Committee

Appointment of Transition 
Committee

Farewell to the 
Interim Dean

Welcome of Dean 
& Celebration of
New Ministry

Election &
Call of a Dean
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